COMPETITION REGULATIONS
1. DEFAULTS
Participants must be at their event site and ready to compete at least 15 minutes
prior to the competition starting time.
2. PROTEST COMMITTEE
Protests are to be submitted in writing and signed on the OFFICIAL PROTEST
FORM which is turned into the Games Office or specific event coordinator within
one hour after completion of the game/event/heat.
The Protest Committee will rule on technical, rules-related disputes. The decision by the Protest Committee will be given in writing to the person who signed
the protest form, with a copy to the Event Director. In general, a protest should be
verbally indicated at the time of the occurrence, then followed within one hour of
completion of the event by a formal written protest. The team manager for the
person or persons involved should be notified, so that input can be given, before
any final decision is made.
The Protest Committee shall be composed of a minimum of four people including
the:
- overall person in charge of Games Events
- person in charge of the specific event
- CSGA Technical Director, and
- a nonpartisan Host Committee designate.
3. DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE
The Disciplinary Committee, in the unlikely event of being needed, will
consist
of the Host Committee's Game Manager, the President of the CSGA and the
Technical Director of the CSGA. The applicable Event Coordinator or their representative should also be in attendance; but if unavailable due to ongoing games,
their written report on the incident shall suffice.
4. PROTESTS
A Protest form template shall be produced by the CSGA and provided to the Host
Committee of each Canada Games. The Host Committee will ensure that these
forms are available at all venues.
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COMPETITION REGULATIONS
5. SCORING AND RESULTS
In most cases, events will be run using a round-robin format (either single or
double depending on time available), with the medalists being determined from
the results of the round robin without the requirement for a play-off. In the event
that an event requires that a play-off system be used, the recommended procedure for conducting the play-off is detailed in this Master Rule Book.
Gold, silver and bronze medals will be awarded for all events. A medal count will
be posted on a daily basis at the sites of all events.
Final posted results for every event will include the standings of all participants,
not just the medal winners.
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